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• Introduction
• My definition of collectivity & why it is interesting

• What drives collectivity in small collision systems ?
• Key players in the game

• Pinning down the origin of collectivity with RHIC small system scan
• Predictions from initial state (CGC) and final state (Hydrodynamics)

• The hybrid framework to study collectivity in small systems
• Framework combining CGC + Hydro. and predictions

• Strong acceptance dependence and puzzle with triangular flow
• Where do we see shape engineering works?

• Further attempts to distinguish initial & final state effects
• Correlation between transverse momentum and anisotropy harmonics

• Most recent venture: Collectivity in Photon included collisions
• Collectivity search & building a bridge between RHIC/LHC and EIC
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Figure 2: The two-dimensional di-hadron correlations in di↵erent collision systems.
Figures are compiled from Refs. [5,6,10] and [14]. The correlations include two major
components, the di-jet and the ridge for the systems shown in the upper panel. The
red arrow points to the region where the long-range ridge component is expected to
dominate over the di-jet components. For the systems shown in the lower panel only
the di-jet components are visible.

2 Azimuthal correlation observables at RHIC and
LHC

Figure 2 shows the two-dimensional (2D) di-hadron correlation function (per-trigger-
particle associated yield distribution) expressed in terms of relative pseudo-rapidity
(�⌘) and azimuthal angle (��) of the emitted particles. The short range di-jet
correlations give rise to a narrow near-side peak at (�⌘ = 0,�� = 0) but can extend
over the entire �⌘ in the away side (�� ⇠ ⇡) whereas the long-range ridge-like
correlations can persist up to large �⌘ in both near and away sides. The dominance
of the ridge component over the dijets can lead to the appearance of the long-range
structure in the near side, as seen in the lower panel for higher multiplicity p +
p/A and also in A+A collisions. In low multiplicity p + p/A and in e

+ � e

�, no
near side ridge is seen indicating dilute regime of QCD to dominate the particle
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FIG. 1. Two-particle correlation function in relative pseudo-rapidity and azimuthal angle showing long range ridge-like
structure in high multiplicity p+p, p+Pb as compared to peripheral Pb+Pb collisions. Figures are taken from [6, 13, 43]

vation of sizable Fourier harmonic coe�cients vn(pT ) up
to n = 4 and its higher order moments of the azimuthal
correlation generally attributed to anisotropic flow. Most
importantly, several characteristics, such as the mass de-
pendence of both hpT i and vn(pT ) have been found to be
similar to what is seen in A+A collisions.

However it is worth to mention that some striking con-
trasts also exist. Unlike in A+A collisions, where the
observation of jet-quenching has been one of the pillars
of the discovery of a strongly interacting Quark Gluon
Plasma (QGP), so far no evidence of (mini) jet-quenching
has been found in small systems [49–52]. Even though the
standard jet-quenching analysis in small-systems is com-
plicated due to trigger bias e↵ects, the absence of such
phenomena may provide important insights with regard
to the theoretical interpretation of the observed phenom-
ena.

B. General theorectical perspectives

It is useful to first address the question about the ori-
gin of long-range azimuthal correlations (shown in Fig.1)
from a more general point of view and formulate our the-
oretical expectations based on previous observations in
small and large systems. While causality arguments im-
ply that any long range rapidity correlations must origi-
nate from the very early stages of the collision [44], this
leaves open the question how the observed momentum
space correlations are created dynamically during the
space-time evolution. Specifically one can, at least from a
theoretical point of view, distinguish two di↵erent mech-
anisms whereby momentum space correlations of hadrons
produced in the final state reflect

i) intrinsic momentum space correlations of the par-
tons produced in initial (semi-) hard scatterings

and/or

ii) position space correlations between initial state
partons, e.g. the initial state geometry, which are

transformed into momentum space correlations due
to final state interactions.

While in any realistic scenario, both kinds of correla-
tions i) and ii) contribute to the long-range azimuthal
correlations, their relative strength depends on the mag-
nitude of final state e↵ects. In low-multiplicity p + p

collisions for example, the dominant source of long-range
azimuthal correlations is due to the production of back
to back (mini-) jets. Since in this case the density of pro-
duced partons is low, the typical (semi-) hard partons
produced in the initial scattering escape the interaction
region without final state e↵ects significantly a↵ecting
their back-to-back correlation. Considering on the other
hand soft particle production amidst large parton den-
sities in nucleus-nucleus collisions, it is well established
that the azimuthal anisotropy of say pT � 1 GeV parti-
cles is dominated by the final state response to the initial
state geometry. In this case the mean-free path of a typ-
ical (semi-) hard parton is small compared to the system
size, such that the initial state momentum correlations
of ⇠ GeV partons are destroyed during the equilibration
process. Therefore, the subsequent dynamics of the equi-
librated QGP can be accurately described by relativistic
hydrodynamics.

Even though it is sometimes possible to choose the
kinematics such that one mechanism dominates over the
other, there are various examples in-between where both
initial state and final state e↵ects are important. One
prominent example includes the behavior of jets in heavy-
ion collisions. While highly energetic jets can escape the
interaction region without equilibrating, they can loose a
significant part of their energy through interactions with
the softer medium. Even though the dominant correla-
tion of the leading high-pT particles is still due to the ini-
tial back-to-back correlation, the path length dependence
of the energy loss in the medium also leads to an addi-
tional correlation with the initial state geometry. Such
correlations are reflected e.g. by the high-momentum
vn(pT ) measuring correlations between soft and hard par-
ticles.
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Pb+Pb (60-70%)

Fig. 4. The long-range ridge like correlations in di↵erent collision systems. Figures are
obtained from Refs.83–85

like the default mode of pythia, in this case the sampled gluons are not
associated with separate MPIs and are already assigned to strings.4 The
strong growth of transverse momentum with multiplicity is already gener-
ated at the gluonic level, i.e. in the CGC initial state before hadronization.
This is because, in some sense, the concept of parton showers, MPIs, and
color-reconnection is already built in the framework of CGC. In the flux-
tube picture, di↵erent independent ladders, as shown in Fig.2(right), that
produce gluons, are correlated over a length scale of 1/Q

2

S . One finds that
the typical number of produced gluons to be Ng / Q

2

SS?, i.e. proportional
to the number of flux tubes. Also since the saturation scale is the only
scale in the CGC, one finds the typical momentum of produced gluons to
be hpT ig / hQSi, leading to hpT ig / p

Ng/S?. One naturally expects a
strong growth of average transverse momentum with multiplicity in CGC.
Such a dependence is already incorporated in the IP-Glasma model that ini-
tializes the CGC+Lund model and get propagated to the level of hadrons.
The e↵ect of mass ordering comes purely from the Lund string fragmenta-
tion.

4.3. Long-range ridge-like correlations

The experimental two-dimensional di-hadron correlation function in �⌘ �
�� is shown in Fig.4 for p+p, p+A and A+A collisions. One of the most
striking observations in high multiplicity p+p (and also p+A) collisions in
recent times has been the appearance of near side (�� ⇠ 0) ridge-like struc-
ture in such correlation functions that spread over a long range in pseudo-
rapidity83,84,86–89 as shown in the left and the middle panel of Fig. 4. The
interesting feature of this data is that the structure of such correlations
looks very similar to what has been observed in heavy ion collisions85,90–92

as shown on the same plot. Like heavy ion collisions, the ridge-like compo-
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Figure 2: The two-dimensional di-hadron correlations in di↵erent collision systems.
Figures are compiled from Refs. [5,6,10] and [14]. The correlations include two major
components, the di-jet and the ridge for the systems shown in the upper panel. The
red arrow points to the region where the long-range ridge component is expected to
dominate over the di-jet components. For the systems shown in the lower panel only
the di-jet components are visible.

2 Azimuthal correlation observables at RHIC and
LHC

Figure 2 shows the two-dimensional (2D) di-hadron correlation function (per-trigger-
particle associated yield distribution) expressed in terms of relative pseudo-rapidity
(�⌘) and azimuthal angle (��) of the emitted particles. The short range di-jet
correlations give rise to a narrow near-side peak at (�⌘ = 0,�� = 0) but can extend
over the entire �⌘ in the away side (�� ⇠ ⇡) whereas the long-range ridge-like
correlations can persist up to large �⌘ in both near and away sides. The dominance
of the ridge component over the dijets can lead to the appearance of the long-range
structure in the near side, as seen in the lower panel for higher multiplicity p +
p/A and also in A+A collisions. In low multiplicity p + p/A and in e

+ � e

�, no
near side ridge is seen indicating dilute regime of QCD to dominate the particle
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+ New 
physics

Observing correlations among many must be accompanied by a large 
scale deviation ⟹ interesting to study with decreasing system size

Collectivity ⟹ observation of a specific pattern or behavior that is 
followed by most of its constituents in a system

Au+Au → p+A → p+p → e(γ)+A → e(γ)+p → e+e

What is collectivity ?

Non-flow
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What drives collectivity in small collision systems ?
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Origin of collectivity: initial state correlations from CGC
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Enhanced probability to find two gluons with the 
same transverse momentum. 

Quantum correlations due to  
Bose enhancement / Glasma graphs

⇠ Q�1
s

~E

Classical correlations due to  
local anisotropy 1/Qs

Gluons hitting the same domain in 
target get scatter in the same direction
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Origin of collectivity: final state correlations from hydro
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Azimuthal momentum anisotropy generated by  
medium response to the initial transverse geometry: 
Pressure gradients drive expansion

Interpretation: Strong final state effects
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FIG. 1. Two-particle correlation function in relative pseudo-rapidity and azimuthal angle showing long range ridge-like
structure in high multiplicity p+p, p+Pb as compared to peripheral Pb+Pb collisions. Figures are taken from [6, 13, 43]

vation of sizable Fourier harmonic coe�cients vn(pT ) up
to n = 4 and its higher order moments of the azimuthal
correlation generally attributed to anisotropic flow. Most
importantly, several characteristics, such as the mass de-
pendence of both hpT i and vn(pT ) have been found to be
similar to what is seen in A+A collisions.

However it is worth to mention that some striking con-
trasts also exist. Unlike in A+A collisions, where the
observation of jet-quenching has been one of the pillars
of the discovery of a strongly interacting Quark Gluon
Plasma (QGP), so far no evidence of (mini) jet-quenching
has been found in small systems [49–52]. Even though the
standard jet-quenching analysis in small-systems is com-
plicated due to trigger bias e↵ects, the absence of such
phenomena may provide important insights with regard
to the theoretical interpretation of the observed phenom-
ena.

B. General theorectical perspectives

It is useful to first address the question about the ori-
gin of long-range azimuthal correlations (shown in Fig.1)
from a more general point of view and formulate our the-
oretical expectations based on previous observations in
small and large systems. While causality arguments im-
ply that any long range rapidity correlations must origi-
nate from the very early stages of the collision [44], this
leaves open the question how the observed momentum
space correlations are created dynamically during the
space-time evolution. Specifically one can, at least from a
theoretical point of view, distinguish two di↵erent mech-
anisms whereby momentum space correlations of hadrons
produced in the final state reflect

i) intrinsic momentum space correlations of the par-
tons produced in initial (semi-) hard scatterings

and/or

ii) position space correlations between initial state
partons, e.g. the initial state geometry, which are

transformed into momentum space correlations due
to final state interactions.

While in any realistic scenario, both kinds of correla-
tions i) and ii) contribute to the long-range azimuthal
correlations, their relative strength depends on the mag-
nitude of final state e↵ects. In low-multiplicity p + p

collisions for example, the dominant source of long-range
azimuthal correlations is due to the production of back
to back (mini-) jets. Since in this case the density of pro-
duced partons is low, the typical (semi-) hard partons
produced in the initial scattering escape the interaction
region without final state e↵ects significantly a↵ecting
their back-to-back correlation. Considering on the other
hand soft particle production amidst large parton den-
sities in nucleus-nucleus collisions, it is well established
that the azimuthal anisotropy of say pT � 1 GeV parti-
cles is dominated by the final state response to the initial
state geometry. In this case the mean-free path of a typ-
ical (semi-) hard parton is small compared to the system
size, such that the initial state momentum correlations
of ⇠ GeV partons are destroyed during the equilibration
process. Therefore, the subsequent dynamics of the equi-
librated QGP can be accurately described by relativistic
hydrodynamics.

Even though it is sometimes possible to choose the
kinematics such that one mechanism dominates over the
other, there are various examples in-between where both
initial state and final state e↵ects are important. One
prominent example includes the behavior of jets in heavy-
ion collisions. While highly energetic jets can escape the
interaction region without equilibrating, they can loose a
significant part of their energy through interactions with
the softer medium. Even though the dominant correla-
tion of the leading high-pT particles is still due to the ini-
tial back-to-back correlation, the path length dependence
of the energy loss in the medium also leads to an addi-
tional correlation with the initial state geometry. Such
correlations are reflected e.g. by the high-momentum
vn(pT ) measuring correlations between soft and hard par-
ticles.
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produced in the initial scattering escape the interaction
region without final state e↵ects significantly a↵ecting
their back-to-back correlation. Considering on the other
hand soft particle production amidst large parton den-
sities in nucleus-nucleus collisions, it is well established
that the azimuthal anisotropy of say pT � 1 GeV parti-
cles is dominated by the final state response to the initial
state geometry. In this case the mean-free path of a typ-
ical (semi-) hard parton is small compared to the system
size, such that the initial state momentum correlations
of ⇠ GeV partons are destroyed during the equilibration
process. Therefore, the subsequent dynamics of the equi-
librated QGP can be accurately described by relativistic
hydrodynamics.

Even though it is sometimes possible to choose the
kinematics such that one mechanism dominates over the
other, there are various examples in-between where both
initial state and final state e↵ects are important. One
prominent example includes the behavior of jets in heavy-
ion collisions. While highly energetic jets can escape the
interaction region without equilibrating, they can loose a
significant part of their energy through interactions with
the softer medium. Even though the dominant correla-
tion of the leading high-pT particles is still due to the ini-
tial back-to-back correlation, the path length dependence
of the energy loss in the medium also leads to an addi-
tional correlation with the initial state geometry. Such
correlations are reflected e.g. by the high-momentum
vn(pT ) measuring correlations between soft and hard par-
ticles.
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FIG. 1. Two-particle correlation function in relative pseudo-rapidity and azimuthal angle showing long range ridge-like
structure in high multiplicity p+p, p+Pb as compared to peripheral Pb+Pb collisions. Figures are taken from [6, 13, 43]

vation of sizable Fourier harmonic coe�cients vn(pT ) up
to n = 4 and its higher order moments of the azimuthal
correlation generally attributed to anisotropic flow. Most
importantly, several characteristics, such as the mass de-
pendence of both hpT i and vn(pT ) have been found to be
similar to what is seen in A+A collisions.
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observation of jet-quenching has been one of the pillars
of the discovery of a strongly interacting Quark Gluon
Plasma (QGP), so far no evidence of (mini) jet-quenching
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plicated due to trigger bias e↵ects, the absence of such
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to the theoretical interpretation of the observed phenom-
ena.
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gin of long-range azimuthal correlations (shown in Fig.1)
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transformed into momentum space correlations due
to final state interactions.

While in any realistic scenario, both kinds of correla-
tions i) and ii) contribute to the long-range azimuthal
correlations, their relative strength depends on the mag-
nitude of final state e↵ects. In low-multiplicity p + p

collisions for example, the dominant source of long-range
azimuthal correlations is due to the production of back
to back (mini-) jets. Since in this case the density of pro-
duced partons is low, the typical (semi-) hard partons
produced in the initial scattering escape the interaction
region without final state e↵ects significantly a↵ecting
their back-to-back correlation. Considering on the other
hand soft particle production amidst large parton den-
sities in nucleus-nucleus collisions, it is well established
that the azimuthal anisotropy of say pT � 1 GeV parti-
cles is dominated by the final state response to the initial
state geometry. In this case the mean-free path of a typ-
ical (semi-) hard parton is small compared to the system
size, such that the initial state momentum correlations
of ⇠ GeV partons are destroyed during the equilibration
process. Therefore, the subsequent dynamics of the equi-
librated QGP can be accurately described by relativistic
hydrodynamics.

Even though it is sometimes possible to choose the
kinematics such that one mechanism dominates over the
other, there are various examples in-between where both
initial state and final state e↵ects are important. One
prominent example includes the behavior of jets in heavy-
ion collisions. While highly energetic jets can escape the
interaction region without equilibrating, they can loose a
significant part of their energy through interactions with
the softer medium. Even though the dominant correla-
tion of the leading high-pT particles is still due to the ini-
tial back-to-back correlation, the path length dependence
of the energy loss in the medium also leads to an addi-
tional correlation with the initial state geometry. Such
correlations are reflected e.g. by the high-momentum
vn(pT ) measuring correlations between soft and hard par-
ticles.

Pb+Pb (60-70%)

Fig. 4. The long-range ridge like correlations in di↵erent collision systems. Figures are
obtained from Refs.83–85

like the default mode of pythia, in this case the sampled gluons are not
associated with separate MPIs and are already assigned to strings.4 The
strong growth of transverse momentum with multiplicity is already gener-
ated at the gluonic level, i.e. in the CGC initial state before hadronization.
This is because, in some sense, the concept of parton showers, MPIs, and
color-reconnection is already built in the framework of CGC. In the flux-
tube picture, di↵erent independent ladders, as shown in Fig.2(right), that
produce gluons, are correlated over a length scale of 1/Q

2

S . One finds that
the typical number of produced gluons to be Ng / Q

2

SS?, i.e. proportional
to the number of flux tubes. Also since the saturation scale is the only
scale in the CGC, one finds the typical momentum of produced gluons to
be hpT ig / hQSi, leading to hpT ig / p

Ng/S?. One naturally expects a
strong growth of average transverse momentum with multiplicity in CGC.
Such a dependence is already incorporated in the IP-Glasma model that ini-
tializes the CGC+Lund model and get propagated to the level of hadrons.
The e↵ect of mass ordering comes purely from the Lund string fragmenta-
tion.

4.3. Long-range ridge-like correlations

The experimental two-dimensional di-hadron correlation function in �⌘ �
�� is shown in Fig.4 for p+p, p+A and A+A collisions. One of the most
striking observations in high multiplicity p+p (and also p+A) collisions in
recent times has been the appearance of near side (�� ⇠ 0) ridge-like struc-
ture in such correlation functions that spread over a long range in pseudo-
rapidity83,84,86–89 as shown in the left and the middle panel of Fig. 4. The
interesting feature of this data is that the structure of such correlations
looks very similar to what has been observed in heavy ion collisions85,90–92

as shown on the same plot. Like heavy ion collisions, the ridge-like compo-
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FIG. 1: Left: Dipole cross-section in DIS. Right: Overlap of unintegrated gluon distributions in proton-proton collisions.

where Ũ(b⊥ ± r⊥
2 ) is a Wilson line in the fundamental representation representing the interaction between a quark

and the color fields of the target. The average ⟨· · · ⟩x is an average over these color fields; the energy dependence of
the correlator as a function of x (or the rapidity Y = ln(1/x)) is given by the JIMWLK equation [? ]. In the large Nc

limit, the equation for the energy evolution of this correlator is the Balitsky-Kovchegov (BK) equation [? ]. We note
however that neither JIMWLK nor BK is at present equipped to deal well with the impact parameter dependence of
the dipole cross-section; the dipole cross-section in this formalism is taken in eq. (2) to be independent of the impact
parameter. To address the impact parameter dependence of this equation, one resorts to models which parametrize
both saturation effects and the impact parameter dependence.

In hadron-hadron collisions, one can derive at leading order the expression [8]

dNg(b⊥)

dy d2p⊥

=
16αs

πCF

1

p2
⊥

!

d2k⊥

(2π)5

!

d2s⊥
dφ(x1,k⊥|s⊥)

d2s⊥

dφ(x2,p⊥ − k⊥|s⊥ − b⊥)

d2s⊥
(3)

This equation is a generalization of the well known k⊥ factorization expression for inclusive gluon production [? ?
] to include the impact parameter dependence of the unintegrated gluon distributions. Here CF = N2

c − 1/2Nc is
the Casimir for the fundamental representation. In the large Nc limit, these unintegrated gluon distributions can be
expressed in terms of the dipole cross-section as [? ]

dφ(x,k⊥|s⊥)

d2s⊥
=

k2
⊥NC

4αs

+∞
!

0

d2r⊥eik⊥.r⊥

"

1 − 1

2

dσp
dip

d2s⊥
(r⊥, x, s⊥)

#2

(4)

Thus the impact parameter dependent dipole cross-section determined from HERA data can be used to compute the
single inclusive gluon distribution in proton-proton collisions with no additional parameters. This statement is strictly
valid to leading log accuracy for momenta k⊥ > Q2

s,p. However, as we shall discuss later, there will be additional
parameters that come in when one wants to make contact with the measured hadron spectrum.

This approach was applied most recently to compute the single inclusive hadron spectrum in proton-proton collisions
at the LHC by Levin and Rezaeian [? ]. The quantitative differences of our study to their work are the following:
a) we consider all three dipole models that give good fits to HERA data to see whether they give results consistent
with the HERA data, b) we study and comment on the dependence of the results on variations of the parameters in
the study and c) we convolve the inclusive gluon distribution with fragmentation function instead of using a simple
fragmentation presciption as in ref. [? ]. We shall also comment on other quantitative differences in our respective
treatments. A qualitative difference of our work relative to that of ref. [? ] is that we compute directly the average
inclusive multiplicity at a given impact parameter. In computing the minimum bias single inclusive multiplicity
distribution, there are similar uncertainties as ref. [? ], which can be fixed by normalizing the data to single inclusive
data at lower center of mass energies. However, as we shall discuss later, the average multiplicity at a given impact
parameter however is an essential input in computing the probability distribution as a function of event multiplicity.
We shall compute the n-particle probability distribution and compare our results with the p+p collider data. These
results will be important in understanding the role of various sources of fluctuations in the p+p collider data.
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FIG. 2: Coherent and incoherent cross section as a function of
|t| calculated from the IP-Glasma framework compared with
HERA data [52, 53, 59, 60]. The bands show statistical errors
of the calculation.

production cross section, the incoherent cross section
is largely underestimated (by more than an order of
magnitude for |t| & 1 GeV2). Increasing the amount
of geometric fluctuations by using smaller quarks that
are further apart on average (Bqc = 3.5 GeV�2

, Bq =
0.5 . . . 1 GeV�2), leads to an incoherent cross section
compatible with the data, while maintaining a good de-
scription of the coherent |t| spectrum. Consequently we
also expect to maintain a good description of the Q2 and
W dependence of the coherent J/ production cross sec-
tion [6] and the agreement with the di↵ractive structure
function data [27] within the IPsat model.

Note that the average distance of a constituent quark

from the center of the proton is
q

hr2qi =
p
2Bqc =

0.28 fm for the smoother proton and 0.52 fm for the
lumpy proton we consider. We also show the conven-
tional IPsat result, which has zero fluctuations and thus
zero incoherent cross section.

In the IP-Glasma framework the additional color
charge fluctuations produce a non-zero incoherent cross
section even without geometric fluctuations. The e↵ect of
this kind of fluctuations on incoherent di↵ractive vector
meson production was considered in [61] in the Gaus-
sian approximation and found to be suppressed as 1/N2

c .
The result for a round proton with Bp = 4 GeV�2 and
m = 0.4 GeV in Fig. 2 shows that these fluctuations
alone are not enough to describe the measured incoher-
ent cross section. However, the IP-Glasma model com-
bined with a constituent quark picture with parameters
Bqc = 4 GeV�2

, Bq = 0.3 GeV�2, and m = 0.4 GeV pro-
duces coherent and incoherent cross sections compatible

FIG. 3: Four configurations of the proton in the IP-Glasma
model at x ⇡ 10�3, represented by 1 � Re( Tr V )/Nc.

with the data. This emphasizes the necessity of geomet-
ric fluctuations in a description of the transverse struc-
ture of the proton, which is in line with findings in p+A
collisions [14].
Note that even though the color charge density is sam-

pled from a proton described by the IPsat model, in the
IP-Glasma framework Coulomb tails are produced that
are regulated by confinement scale physics implemented
via the mass term m. These tails e↵ectively increase
the proton size, and when combined with the constituent
quark model, weaken the fluctuations. It is the combi-
nation of Bqc, Bq and m that characterizes the degree of
geometric fluctuations in the IP-Glasma framework. We
have checked that reducing m increases Coulomb tails
and requires the reduction of Bqc and Bq to maintain
agreement with the experimental data.
In the limit t ! 0 the incoherent cross section gets

only a small contribution from geometric fluctuations.
However, color charge fluctuations in the IP-Glasma
model and possible Qs fluctuations are important in this
limit. The geometric fluctuations start to dominate at
|t| & 0.1 GeV2. See Ref. [17] for a more detailed discus-
sion.
Fig. 3 shows example proton configurations in the IP-

Glasma model with constituent quarks, demonstrating
the strong shape variations required to achieve compati-
bility with experimental data. For simplicity, the quan-
tity shown is 1 � Re(TrV )/Nc.
Similar to the color charge fluctuations in the IP-

Glasma framework, saturation scale fluctuations alone
result in an incoherent cross section, which is orders of
magnitude below the experimental data. The coherent
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FIG. 12. Time evolution of the eccentricities from the IP-
Glasma model at impact parameter b = 8 fm.

We observed that the running coupling CYM results
give good agreement with the RHIC and LHC single in-
clusive multiplicity distributions as a function of N

part

.
The computed n-particle inclusive multiplicity distribu-
tion shows good agreement with the uncorrected STAR
data on the same once a constant correction factor is ap-
plied. A prediction is made for multiplicity distributions
at the LHC. We further observe that our results are well
described as a convolution of negative binomial distribu-
tions at di↵erent impact parameters. The parameters of
the negative binomial distributions are extracted, and it
is observed that, in the approximation of smoothed nu-
cleon configurations, for large parton densities, the pre-
dictions of the Glasma flux tube picture are recovered.
For the realistic situation of fluctuating wounded nucleon
configurations, one still obtains NBDs albeit with signif-
icantly wider widths. The non-perturbative coe�cient ⇣
introduced in the Glasma flux tube description quanti-
fies the e↵ect of wounded nucleon fluctuations. Predic-
tive power, in particular for central impact parameters
at higher energies, is still retained because ⇣ is (nearly)
energy independent, while the width parameter k (in
Eq. 36) has a strong energy dependence controlled by
the saturation scale Q2

s

.
The computation of eccentricity moments is performed

up to ✏
6

. It is seen that "
2

is smaller than in the MC-
KLN model (used as an initial condition in many hy-
drodynamic studies), while the odd moments are larger,
pointing to the additional role of multiplicity fluctuations
in the IP-Glasma model.

An essential follow up to this work is to match the re-
sults of the IP-Glasma model, event-by-event, to viscous
hydrodynamic simulations. This will allow one to gauge
the e↵ects of dissipative flow in modifying the energy
and multiplicity distributions and on the conversion of
spatial anisotropies into momentum anisotropies. These
have the potential to significantly enhance our under-
standing of the transport properties of the quark-gluon
plasma, with the caveat that a systematic treatment of

pre-equilibrium flow including instabilities can alter some
of these conclusions significantly.
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Appendix A: The IP-Sat model

The impact parameter dependent dipole saturation
model (IP-Sat) [4] is a refinement of the Golec-Biernat–
Wüstho↵ dipole model [55, 56] to give the right pertur-
bative limit when r? ! 0 [3]. It is equivalent to the
expression derived in the classical e↵ective theory of the
CGC, to leading logarithmic accuracy [57].
The proton dipole cross-section in this model is ex-

pressed as
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and the leading order expression for the running cou-
pling is given by Eq. (33). The model includes saturation
as eikonalized power corrections to the DGLAP leading
twist expression and may be valid in the regime where
logs in Q2 dominate logs in x. The saturation scale for
a fixed impact parameter is determined self–consistently
by requiring that the dipole amplitude (within brackets
in eq. A1) have the magnitude N (x, r
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with Q2
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rithmic uncertainty in the determination of Q2
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FIG. 12. Time evolution of the eccentricities from the IP-
Glasma model at impact parameter b = 8 fm.

We observed that the running coupling CYM results
give good agreement with the RHIC and LHC single in-
clusive multiplicity distributions as a function of N

part

.
The computed n-particle inclusive multiplicity distribu-
tion shows good agreement with the uncorrected STAR
data on the same once a constant correction factor is ap-
plied. A prediction is made for multiplicity distributions
at the LHC. We further observe that our results are well
described as a convolution of negative binomial distribu-
tions at di↵erent impact parameters. The parameters of
the negative binomial distributions are extracted, and it
is observed that, in the approximation of smoothed nu-
cleon configurations, for large parton densities, the pre-
dictions of the Glasma flux tube picture are recovered.
For the realistic situation of fluctuating wounded nucleon
configurations, one still obtains NBDs albeit with signif-
icantly wider widths. The non-perturbative coe�cient ⇣
introduced in the Glasma flux tube description quanti-
fies the e↵ect of wounded nucleon fluctuations. Predic-
tive power, in particular for central impact parameters
at higher energies, is still retained because ⇣ is (nearly)
energy independent, while the width parameter k (in
Eq. 36) has a strong energy dependence controlled by
the saturation scale Q2
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is smaller than in the MC-
KLN model (used as an initial condition in many hy-
drodynamic studies), while the odd moments are larger,
pointing to the additional role of multiplicity fluctuations
in the IP-Glasma model.

An essential follow up to this work is to match the re-
sults of the IP-Glasma model, event-by-event, to viscous
hydrodynamic simulations. This will allow one to gauge
the e↵ects of dissipative flow in modifying the energy
and multiplicity distributions and on the conversion of
spatial anisotropies into momentum anisotropies. These
have the potential to significantly enhance our under-
standing of the transport properties of the quark-gluon
plasma, with the caveat that a systematic treatment of

pre-equilibrium flow including instabilities can alter some
of these conclusions significantly.
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Appendix A: The IP-Sat model

The impact parameter dependent dipole saturation
model (IP-Sat) [4] is a refinement of the Golec-Biernat–
Wüstho↵ dipole model [55, 56] to give the right pertur-
bative limit when r? ! 0 [3]. It is equivalent to the
expression derived in the classical e↵ective theory of the
CGC, to leading logarithmic accuracy [57].
The proton dipole cross-section in this model is ex-

pressed as
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and the leading order expression for the running cou-
pling is given by Eq. (33). The model includes saturation
as eikonalized power corrections to the DGLAP leading
twist expression and may be valid in the regime where
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a fixed impact parameter is determined self–consistently
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How to scan/probe the landscape ?

P Tribedy, Rutgers Nuclear Physics Seminars, 2018 11

The reactions/collisions at relativistic energies (E>>m)
A standard model of heavy ion collisions:

A+A : fig:S.Bass
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e+p

RHIC and LHC do probe the landscape but in a very uncontrolled way

p+p

ATLAS collab.,  
Phys. Rev. C 104, 014903 (2021) 

p+p (High-Multiplicity) p+Pb (High-Multiplicity)

Dominant interaction

vector meson

Pb

Pb

Photo-nuclear

What drives collectivity in small systems ?
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fig: Chun Shen QM19

STAR collaboration, Phys. Rev. Lett. 95, 152301 
Phys. Rev. C 80 (2009) 64912 CMS collab., 
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Pinning down the origin of collectivity with RHIC small system scan 

13
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Event Engineering using different light ions

New@IS2021A primary motivation of the RHIC small system scan

3He+Au → Triangular  
d+Au → Elliptical  
p+Au → Circular 

 PHENIX collab, Nature Physics 15, 214–220 (2019)

The ordering of v3 is more decisive (v2 ordering → stronger final state effect)

Shape engineering: 

PHENIX collab., arXiv: 2107.06634v1
Nagle et. al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 113, 112301
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Two possible mechanisms, qualitatively different predictions

What drives collectivity in small systems ?

15

Mace, Skokov, PT, Venugopalan, Phys. Rev. Lett. Erratum 123, 039901(E) (2019) Schenke, Shen, PT, Phys. Rev. C 102, 044905 (2020)

Color Glass Condensate (oversimplified)

3He+Au

p+Au

d+Au p+Au

d+Au

3He+Au

Relativistic Hydrodynamics (oversimplified)

v2(p+Au) > v2(d+Au) > v2(3He+Au) v2(p+Au) < v2(d+Au) ~ v2(3He+Au)
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The hybrid framework to study collectivity in small systems

16
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Initial state model based on CGC: IP-Glasma

17

Kowalski, Teaney hep-ph/0304189v3

⟨ρ(x1⊥)ρ(x2⊥)⟩

Schenke, PT, Venugopalan Phys. Rev. Lett. 108 (2012) 252301, Phys. Rev. C 86, 034908 (2012) 

A saturation 
model of proton

Build a saturation 
model of nucleus 

Estimate the color 
fields inside nucleus

Compute & evolve 
the color fields after 
collisions

Stress-Energy tensor:
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Hybrid framework combining CGC + Hydro

18

Fig: Chun Shen (different calculation)

Schenke, Shen, PT, Phys. Rev. C 102, 044905 (2020)

Smooth matching between CGC and Hydro 

+ Landau Matching with lattice EoS 

Cooper-Frye particlization 

Chun Shen (WSU/RIKEN-BNL)

Matching to fluid dynamics

Tµ⌫
CYM

= Tµ⌫
hydro
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Passing the system’s full energy momentum tensor,

uµT
µ⌫
hydro

= eu⌫
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In the hydro phase, the energy momentum tensor can be 
decomposed as,

⇡µ⌫ = Tµ⌫
CYM � 4

3
euµu⌫ +

e

3
gµ⌫
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Shear

Bulk ⇧ =
e

3
� P (e)
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Landau Matching

Lattice EoS

Chun Shen (WSU/RIKEN-BNL)

Matching to fluid dynamics

Tµ⌫
CYM

= Tµ⌫
hydro

<latexit sha1_base64="Ze0Yn7EAKT2uEvhQi2BTKjvj/h4=">AAACHHicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KjMqahdCsRs3QoW+pFOHTJq2oUlmSDLCMMyHuPFX3LhQxI0Lwb8xfQg+6oELh3Pu5d57/JBRpW37w8rMzS8sLmWXcyura+sb+c2thgoiiUkdByyQLR8pwqggdU01I61QEsR9Rpr+sDLym7dEKhqImo5D0uGoL2iPYqSN5OUPazeJyyNXRKnncqQHkieV68sUnsEZziDuyiD18gW7WLKd0rED/xKnaI9RAFNUvfyb2w1wxInQmCGl2o4d6k6CpKaYkTTnRoqECA9Rn7QNFYgT1UnGz6Vwzyhd2AukKaHhWP0+kSCuVMx90zm6Uv32RuIsrx3p3mknoSKMNBF4sqgXMagDOEoKdqkkWLPYEIQlNbdCPEASYW3yzJkQvj6F/5PGQdGxi87VUaF8Po0jC3bALtgHDjgBZXABqqAOMLgDD+AJPFv31qP1Yr1OWjPWdGYb/ID1/gkdMKNJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ze0Yn7EAKT2uEvhQi2BTKjvj/h4=">AAACHHicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KjMqahdCsRs3QoW+pFOHTJq2oUlmSDLCMMyHuPFX3LhQxI0Lwb8xfQg+6oELh3Pu5d57/JBRpW37w8rMzS8sLmWXcyura+sb+c2thgoiiUkdByyQLR8pwqggdU01I61QEsR9Rpr+sDLym7dEKhqImo5D0uGoL2iPYqSN5OUPazeJyyNXRKnncqQHkieV68sUnsEZziDuyiD18gW7WLKd0rED/xKnaI9RAFNUvfyb2w1wxInQmCGl2o4d6k6CpKaYkTTnRoqECA9Rn7QNFYgT1UnGz6Vwzyhd2AukKaHhWP0+kSCuVMx90zm6Uv32RuIsrx3p3mknoSKMNBF4sqgXMagDOEoKdqkkWLPYEIQlNbdCPEASYW3yzJkQvj6F/5PGQdGxi87VUaF8Po0jC3bALtgHDjgBZXABqqAOMLgDD+AJPFv31qP1Yr1OWjPWdGYb/ID1/gkdMKNJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ze0Yn7EAKT2uEvhQi2BTKjvj/h4=">AAACHHicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KjMqahdCsRs3QoW+pFOHTJq2oUlmSDLCMMyHuPFX3LhQxI0Lwb8xfQg+6oELh3Pu5d57/JBRpW37w8rMzS8sLmWXcyura+sb+c2thgoiiUkdByyQLR8pwqggdU01I61QEsR9Rpr+sDLym7dEKhqImo5D0uGoL2iPYqSN5OUPazeJyyNXRKnncqQHkieV68sUnsEZziDuyiD18gW7WLKd0rED/xKnaI9RAFNUvfyb2w1wxInQmCGl2o4d6k6CpKaYkTTnRoqECA9Rn7QNFYgT1UnGz6Vwzyhd2AukKaHhWP0+kSCuVMx90zm6Uv32RuIsrx3p3mknoSKMNBF4sqgXMagDOEoKdqkkWLPYEIQlNbdCPEASYW3yzJkQvj6F/5PGQdGxi87VUaF8Po0jC3bALtgHDjgBZXABqqAOMLgDD+AJPFv31qP1Yr1OWjPWdGYb/ID1/gkdMKNJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ze0Yn7EAKT2uEvhQi2BTKjvj/h4=">AAACHHicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KjMqahdCsRs3QoW+pFOHTJq2oUlmSDLCMMyHuPFX3LhQxI0Lwb8xfQg+6oELh3Pu5d57/JBRpW37w8rMzS8sLmWXcyura+sb+c2thgoiiUkdByyQLR8pwqggdU01I61QEsR9Rpr+sDLym7dEKhqImo5D0uGoL2iPYqSN5OUPazeJyyNXRKnncqQHkieV68sUnsEZziDuyiD18gW7WLKd0rED/xKnaI9RAFNUvfyb2w1wxInQmCGl2o4d6k6CpKaYkTTnRoqECA9Rn7QNFYgT1UnGz6Vwzyhd2AukKaHhWP0+kSCuVMx90zm6Uv32RuIsrx3p3mknoSKMNBF4sqgXMagDOEoKdqkkWLPYEIQlNbdCPEASYW3yzJkQvj6F/5PGQdGxi87VUaF8Po0jC3bALtgHDjgBZXABqqAOMLgDD+AJPFv31qP1Yr1OWjPWdGYb/ID1/gkdMKNJ</latexit>

Passing the system’s full energy momentum tensor,

uµT
µ⌫
hydro

= eu⌫
<latexit sha1_base64="+ZQWnuwVp4Ey5046NWVmE5UOjzs=">AAACEnicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWATdDDMiahdC0Y3LCn1Bpx0ymUwbmskMeQhlmG9w46+4caGIW1fu/BvTh+DzQMjJOfeSe0+QMiqV47xbc/MLi0vLhZXi6tr6xmZpa7spEy0waeCEJaIdIEkY5aShqGKknQqC4oCRVjC8HPutGyIkTXhdjVLSjVGf04hipIzklw6178Ua1nuZuTyuc/NEaiDibDAKRZLDc0ig7hnHL5Udu+K4lRMX/iau7UxQBjPU/NKbFyZYx4QrzJCUHddJVTdDQlHMSF70tCQpwkPUJx1DOYqJ7GaTlXK4b5QQRokwhys4Ub92ZCiWchQHpnI8r/zpjcW/vI5W0Vk3ozzVinA8/SjSDKoEjvOBIRUEKzYyBGFBzawQD5BAWJkUiyaEz03h/6R5ZLuO7V4fl6sXszgKYBfsgQPgglNQBVegBhoAg1twDx7Bk3VnPVjP1su0dM6a9eyAb7BePwAgC55i</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+ZQWnuwVp4Ey5046NWVmE5UOjzs=">AAACEnicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWATdDDMiahdC0Y3LCn1Bpx0ymUwbmskMeQhlmG9w46+4caGIW1fu/BvTh+DzQMjJOfeSe0+QMiqV47xbc/MLi0vLhZXi6tr6xmZpa7spEy0waeCEJaIdIEkY5aShqGKknQqC4oCRVjC8HPutGyIkTXhdjVLSjVGf04hipIzklw6178Ua1nuZuTyuc/NEaiDibDAKRZLDc0ig7hnHL5Udu+K4lRMX/iau7UxQBjPU/NKbFyZYx4QrzJCUHddJVTdDQlHMSF70tCQpwkPUJx1DOYqJ7GaTlXK4b5QQRokwhys4Ub92ZCiWchQHpnI8r/zpjcW/vI5W0Vk3ozzVinA8/SjSDKoEjvOBIRUEKzYyBGFBzawQD5BAWJkUiyaEz03h/6R5ZLuO7V4fl6sXszgKYBfsgQPgglNQBVegBhoAg1twDx7Bk3VnPVjP1su0dM6a9eyAb7BePwAgC55i</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+ZQWnuwVp4Ey5046NWVmE5UOjzs=">AAACEnicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWATdDDMiahdC0Y3LCn1Bpx0ymUwbmskMeQhlmG9w46+4caGIW1fu/BvTh+DzQMjJOfeSe0+QMiqV47xbc/MLi0vLhZXi6tr6xmZpa7spEy0waeCEJaIdIEkY5aShqGKknQqC4oCRVjC8HPutGyIkTXhdjVLSjVGf04hipIzklw6178Ua1nuZuTyuc/NEaiDibDAKRZLDc0ig7hnHL5Udu+K4lRMX/iau7UxQBjPU/NKbFyZYx4QrzJCUHddJVTdDQlHMSF70tCQpwkPUJx1DOYqJ7GaTlXK4b5QQRokwhys4Ub92ZCiWchQHpnI8r/zpjcW/vI5W0Vk3ozzVinA8/SjSDKoEjvOBIRUEKzYyBGFBzawQD5BAWJkUiyaEz03h/6R5ZLuO7V4fl6sXszgKYBfsgQPgglNQBVegBhoAg1twDx7Bk3VnPVjP1su0dM6a9eyAb7BePwAgC55i</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+ZQWnuwVp4Ey5046NWVmE5UOjzs=">AAACEnicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWATdDDMiahdC0Y3LCn1Bpx0ymUwbmskMeQhlmG9w46+4caGIW1fu/BvTh+DzQMjJOfeSe0+QMiqV47xbc/MLi0vLhZXi6tr6xmZpa7spEy0waeCEJaIdIEkY5aShqGKknQqC4oCRVjC8HPutGyIkTXhdjVLSjVGf04hipIzklw6178Ua1nuZuTyuc/NEaiDibDAKRZLDc0ig7hnHL5Udu+K4lRMX/iau7UxQBjPU/NKbFyZYx4QrzJCUHddJVTdDQlHMSF70tCQpwkPUJx1DOYqJ7GaTlXK4b5QQRokwhys4Ub92ZCiWchQHpnI8r/zpjcW/vI5W0Vk3ozzVinA8/SjSDKoEjvOBIRUEKzYyBGFBzawQD5BAWJkUiyaEz03h/6R5ZLuO7V4fl6sXszgKYBfsgQPgglNQBVegBhoAg1twDx7Bk3VnPVjP1su0dM6a9eyAb7BePwAgC55i</latexit>

In the hydro phase, the energy momentum tensor can be 
decomposed as,

⇡µ⌫ = Tµ⌫
CYM � 4

3
euµu⌫ +

e

3
gµ⌫

<latexit sha1_base64="Dxusj6hp9BvhF3OQyWnaPaMdmcA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Dxusj6hp9BvhF3OQyWnaPaMdmcA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Dxusj6hp9BvhF3OQyWnaPaMdmcA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Dxusj6hp9BvhF3OQyWnaPaMdmcA=">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</latexit>

Shear

Bulk ⇧ =
e

3
� P (e)

<latexit sha1_base64="jToAkk+b5qZTqPg6M27IjtHaAMk=">AAACAXicdVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1IvgpTEI8eAwo6LmIAS9eIxgFkiG0NOpSZr09AzdPUIY4sVf8eJBEa/+hTf/xs4iuD4oeLxXRVU9P+ZMacd5tzIzs3PzC9nF3NLyyupafn2jpqJEUqjSiEey4RMFnAmoaqY5NGIJJPQ51P3+xciv34BULBLXehCDF5KuYAGjRBupnd9qVRg+w61AEprCMD0c4n1cKcJeO19w7JLjlo5d/Ju4tjNGAU1RaeffWp2IJiEITTlRquk6sfZSIjWjHIa5VqIgJrRPutA0VJAQlJeOPxjiXaN0cBBJU0Ljsfp1IiWhUoPQN50h0T310xuJf3nNRAenXspEnGgQdLIoSDjWER7FgTtMAtV8YAihkplbMe0RE4Y2oeVMCJ+f4v9J7cB2Hdu9OiqUz6dxZNE22kFF5KITVEaXqIKqiKJbdI8e0ZN1Zz1Yz9bLpDVjTWc20TdYrx8tt5Vu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jToAkk+b5qZTqPg6M27IjtHaAMk=">AAACAXicdVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1IvgpTEI8eAwo6LmIAS9eIxgFkiG0NOpSZr09AzdPUIY4sVf8eJBEa/+hTf/xs4iuD4oeLxXRVU9P+ZMacd5tzIzs3PzC9nF3NLyyupafn2jpqJEUqjSiEey4RMFnAmoaqY5NGIJJPQ51P3+xciv34BULBLXehCDF5KuYAGjRBupnd9qVRg+w61AEprCMD0c4n1cKcJeO19w7JLjlo5d/Ju4tjNGAU1RaeffWp2IJiEITTlRquk6sfZSIjWjHIa5VqIgJrRPutA0VJAQlJeOPxjiXaN0cBBJU0Ljsfp1IiWhUoPQN50h0T310xuJf3nNRAenXspEnGgQdLIoSDjWER7FgTtMAtV8YAihkplbMe0RE4Y2oeVMCJ+f4v9J7cB2Hdu9OiqUz6dxZNE22kFF5KITVEaXqIKqiKJbdI8e0ZN1Zz1Yz9bLpDVjTWc20TdYrx8tt5Vu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jToAkk+b5qZTqPg6M27IjtHaAMk=">AAACAXicdVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1IvgpTEI8eAwo6LmIAS9eIxgFkiG0NOpSZr09AzdPUIY4sVf8eJBEa/+hTf/xs4iuD4oeLxXRVU9P+ZMacd5tzIzs3PzC9nF3NLyyupafn2jpqJEUqjSiEey4RMFnAmoaqY5NGIJJPQ51P3+xciv34BULBLXehCDF5KuYAGjRBupnd9qVRg+w61AEprCMD0c4n1cKcJeO19w7JLjlo5d/Ju4tjNGAU1RaeffWp2IJiEITTlRquk6sfZSIjWjHIa5VqIgJrRPutA0VJAQlJeOPxjiXaN0cBBJU0Ljsfp1IiWhUoPQN50h0T310xuJf3nNRAenXspEnGgQdLIoSDjWER7FgTtMAtV8YAihkplbMe0RE4Y2oeVMCJ+f4v9J7cB2Hdu9OiqUz6dxZNE22kFF5KITVEaXqIKqiKJbdI8e0ZN1Zz1Yz9bLpDVjTWc20TdYrx8tt5Vu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jToAkk+b5qZTqPg6M27IjtHaAMk=">AAACAXicdVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1IvgpTEI8eAwo6LmIAS9eIxgFkiG0NOpSZr09AzdPUIY4sVf8eJBEa/+hTf/xs4iuD4oeLxXRVU9P+ZMacd5tzIzs3PzC9nF3NLyyupafn2jpqJEUqjSiEey4RMFnAmoaqY5NGIJJPQ51P3+xciv34BULBLXehCDF5KuYAGjRBupnd9qVRg+w61AEprCMD0c4n1cKcJeO19w7JLjlo5d/Ju4tjNGAU1RaeffWp2IJiEITTlRquk6sfZSIjWjHIa5VqIgJrRPutA0VJAQlJeOPxjiXaN0cBBJU0Ljsfp1IiWhUoPQN50h0T310xuJf3nNRAenXspEnGgQdLIoSDjWER7FgTtMAtV8YAihkplbMe0RE4Y2oeVMCJ+f4v9J7cB2Hdu9OiqUz6dxZNE22kFF5KITVEaXqIKqiKJbdI8e0ZN1Zz1Yz9bLpDVjTWc20TdYrx8tt5Vu</latexit>

Landau Matching

Lattice EoS
Chun Shen (WSU/RIKEN-BNL)

Matching to fluid dynamics

Tµ⌫
CYM

= Tµ⌫
hydro

<latexit sha1_base64="Ze0Yn7EAKT2uEvhQi2BTKjvj/h4=">AAACHHicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KjMqahdCsRs3QoW+pFOHTJq2oUlmSDLCMMyHuPFX3LhQxI0Lwb8xfQg+6oELh3Pu5d57/JBRpW37w8rMzS8sLmWXcyura+sb+c2thgoiiUkdByyQLR8pwqggdU01I61QEsR9Rpr+sDLym7dEKhqImo5D0uGoL2iPYqSN5OUPazeJyyNXRKnncqQHkieV68sUnsEZziDuyiD18gW7WLKd0rED/xKnaI9RAFNUvfyb2w1wxInQmCGl2o4d6k6CpKaYkTTnRoqECA9Rn7QNFYgT1UnGz6Vwzyhd2AukKaHhWP0+kSCuVMx90zm6Uv32RuIsrx3p3mknoSKMNBF4sqgXMagDOEoKdqkkWLPYEIQlNbdCPEASYW3yzJkQvj6F/5PGQdGxi87VUaF8Po0jC3bALtgHDjgBZXABqqAOMLgDD+AJPFv31qP1Yr1OWjPWdGYb/ID1/gkdMKNJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ze0Yn7EAKT2uEvhQi2BTKjvj/h4=">AAACHHicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KjMqahdCsRs3QoW+pFOHTJq2oUlmSDLCMMyHuPFX3LhQxI0Lwb8xfQg+6oELh3Pu5d57/JBRpW37w8rMzS8sLmWXcyura+sb+c2thgoiiUkdByyQLR8pwqggdU01I61QEsR9Rpr+sDLym7dEKhqImo5D0uGoL2iPYqSN5OUPazeJyyNXRKnncqQHkieV68sUnsEZziDuyiD18gW7WLKd0rED/xKnaI9RAFNUvfyb2w1wxInQmCGl2o4d6k6CpKaYkTTnRoqECA9Rn7QNFYgT1UnGz6Vwzyhd2AukKaHhWP0+kSCuVMx90zm6Uv32RuIsrx3p3mknoSKMNBF4sqgXMagDOEoKdqkkWLPYEIQlNbdCPEASYW3yzJkQvj6F/5PGQdGxi87VUaF8Po0jC3bALtgHDjgBZXABqqAOMLgDD+AJPFv31qP1Yr1OWjPWdGYb/ID1/gkdMKNJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ze0Yn7EAKT2uEvhQi2BTKjvj/h4=">AAACHHicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KjMqahdCsRs3QoW+pFOHTJq2oUlmSDLCMMyHuPFX3LhQxI0Lwb8xfQg+6oELh3Pu5d57/JBRpW37w8rMzS8sLmWXcyura+sb+c2thgoiiUkdByyQLR8pwqggdU01I61QEsR9Rpr+sDLym7dEKhqImo5D0uGoL2iPYqSN5OUPazeJyyNXRKnncqQHkieV68sUnsEZziDuyiD18gW7WLKd0rED/xKnaI9RAFNUvfyb2w1wxInQmCGl2o4d6k6CpKaYkTTnRoqECA9Rn7QNFYgT1UnGz6Vwzyhd2AukKaHhWP0+kSCuVMx90zm6Uv32RuIsrx3p3mknoSKMNBF4sqgXMagDOEoKdqkkWLPYEIQlNbdCPEASYW3yzJkQvj6F/5PGQdGxi87VUaF8Po0jC3bALtgHDjgBZXABqqAOMLgDD+AJPFv31qP1Yr1OWjPWdGYb/ID1/gkdMKNJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ze0Yn7EAKT2uEvhQi2BTKjvj/h4=">AAACHHicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KjMqahdCsRs3QoW+pFOHTJq2oUlmSDLCMMyHuPFX3LhQxI0Lwb8xfQg+6oELh3Pu5d57/JBRpW37w8rMzS8sLmWXcyura+sb+c2thgoiiUkdByyQLR8pwqggdU01I61QEsR9Rpr+sDLym7dEKhqImo5D0uGoL2iPYqSN5OUPazeJyyNXRKnncqQHkieV68sUnsEZziDuyiD18gW7WLKd0rED/xKnaI9RAFNUvfyb2w1wxInQmCGl2o4d6k6CpKaYkTTnRoqECA9Rn7QNFYgT1UnGz6Vwzyhd2AukKaHhWP0+kSCuVMx90zm6Uv32RuIsrx3p3mknoSKMNBF4sqgXMagDOEoKdqkkWLPYEIQlNbdCPEASYW3yzJkQvj6F/5PGQdGxi87VUaF8Po0jC3bALtgHDjgBZXABqqAOMLgDD+AJPFv31qP1Yr1OWjPWdGYb/ID1/gkdMKNJ</latexit>

Passing the system’s full energy momentum tensor,

uµT
µ⌫
hydro

= eu⌫
<latexit sha1_base64="+ZQWnuwVp4Ey5046NWVmE5UOjzs=">AAACEnicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWATdDDMiahdC0Y3LCn1Bpx0ymUwbmskMeQhlmG9w46+4caGIW1fu/BvTh+DzQMjJOfeSe0+QMiqV47xbc/MLi0vLhZXi6tr6xmZpa7spEy0waeCEJaIdIEkY5aShqGKknQqC4oCRVjC8HPutGyIkTXhdjVLSjVGf04hipIzklw6178Ua1nuZuTyuc/NEaiDibDAKRZLDc0ig7hnHL5Udu+K4lRMX/iau7UxQBjPU/NKbFyZYx4QrzJCUHddJVTdDQlHMSF70tCQpwkPUJx1DOYqJ7GaTlXK4b5QQRokwhys4Ub92ZCiWchQHpnI8r/zpjcW/vI5W0Vk3ozzVinA8/SjSDKoEjvOBIRUEKzYyBGFBzawQD5BAWJkUiyaEz03h/6R5ZLuO7V4fl6sXszgKYBfsgQPgglNQBVegBhoAg1twDx7Bk3VnPVjP1su0dM6a9eyAb7BePwAgC55i</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+ZQWnuwVp4Ey5046NWVmE5UOjzs=">AAACEnicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWATdDDMiahdC0Y3LCn1Bpx0ymUwbmskMeQhlmG9w46+4caGIW1fu/BvTh+DzQMjJOfeSe0+QMiqV47xbc/MLi0vLhZXi6tr6xmZpa7spEy0waeCEJaIdIEkY5aShqGKknQqC4oCRVjC8HPutGyIkTXhdjVLSjVGf04hipIzklw6178Ua1nuZuTyuc/NEaiDibDAKRZLDc0ig7hnHL5Udu+K4lRMX/iau7UxQBjPU/NKbFyZYx4QrzJCUHddJVTdDQlHMSF70tCQpwkPUJx1DOYqJ7GaTlXK4b5QQRokwhys4Ub92ZCiWchQHpnI8r/zpjcW/vI5W0Vk3ozzVinA8/SjSDKoEjvOBIRUEKzYyBGFBzawQD5BAWJkUiyaEz03h/6R5ZLuO7V4fl6sXszgKYBfsgQPgglNQBVegBhoAg1twDx7Bk3VnPVjP1su0dM6a9eyAb7BePwAgC55i</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+ZQWnuwVp4Ey5046NWVmE5UOjzs=">AAACEnicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWATdDDMiahdC0Y3LCn1Bpx0ymUwbmskMeQhlmG9w46+4caGIW1fu/BvTh+DzQMjJOfeSe0+QMiqV47xbc/MLi0vLhZXi6tr6xmZpa7spEy0waeCEJaIdIEkY5aShqGKknQqC4oCRVjC8HPutGyIkTXhdjVLSjVGf04hipIzklw6178Ua1nuZuTyuc/NEaiDibDAKRZLDc0ig7hnHL5Udu+K4lRMX/iau7UxQBjPU/NKbFyZYx4QrzJCUHddJVTdDQlHMSF70tCQpwkPUJx1DOYqJ7GaTlXK4b5QQRokwhys4Ub92ZCiWchQHpnI8r/zpjcW/vI5W0Vk3ozzVinA8/SjSDKoEjvOBIRUEKzYyBGFBzawQD5BAWJkUiyaEz03h/6R5ZLuO7V4fl6sXszgKYBfsgQPgglNQBVegBhoAg1twDx7Bk3VnPVjP1su0dM6a9eyAb7BePwAgC55i</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+ZQWnuwVp4Ey5046NWVmE5UOjzs=">AAACEnicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWATdDDMiahdC0Y3LCn1Bpx0ymUwbmskMeQhlmG9w46+4caGIW1fu/BvTh+DzQMjJOfeSe0+QMiqV47xbc/MLi0vLhZXi6tr6xmZpa7spEy0waeCEJaIdIEkY5aShqGKknQqC4oCRVjC8HPutGyIkTXhdjVLSjVGf04hipIzklw6178Ua1nuZuTyuc/NEaiDibDAKRZLDc0ig7hnHL5Udu+K4lRMX/iau7UxQBjPU/NKbFyZYx4QrzJCUHddJVTdDQlHMSF70tCQpwkPUJx1DOYqJ7GaTlXK4b5QQRokwhys4Ub92ZCiWchQHpnI8r/zpjcW/vI5W0Vk3ozzVinA8/SjSDKoEjvOBIRUEKzYyBGFBzawQD5BAWJkUiyaEz03h/6R5ZLuO7V4fl6sXszgKYBfsgQPgglNQBVegBhoAg1twDx7Bk3VnPVjP1su0dM6a9eyAb7BePwAgC55i</latexit>

In the hydro phase, the energy momentum tensor can be 
decomposed as,

⇡µ⌫ = Tµ⌫
CYM � 4

3
euµu⌫ +

e

3
gµ⌫

<latexit sha1_base64="Dxusj6hp9BvhF3OQyWnaPaMdmcA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Dxusj6hp9BvhF3OQyWnaPaMdmcA=">AAACQnicdVDLThsxFPWEtkD6IIUlG4uoUqWq0UyLoCyQEGy6qQRSAokyk8jj3Ems2J6RH0jRaL6NDV/Ajg9gw6IIdcsCTzJ9t1eydXzOubq+J84408b3r73a0pOnz5ZXVuvPX7x8tdZ4vX6qU6sodGjKU9WNiQbOJHQMMxy6mQIiYg5n8fSo1M/OQWmWyraZZRAJMpYsYZQYRw0bvTBjgzwUNpS2wPu4/eMxDAUxEyXyo96XAr/HYaIIzbeL/GMB2A6cq7ylxe8qCUpp/LO/0fRbe36wtxPgv0HQ8ufVRFUdDxtX4SilVoA0lBOt+4GfmSgnyjDKoaiHVkNG6JSMoe+gJAJ0lM8jKPAbx4xwkip3pMFz9teOnAitZyJ2znIt/adWkv/S+tYkn6KcycwakHQxKLEcmxSXeeIRU0ANnzlAqGLur5hOiMvDuNTrLoTvm+L/g9MPrcBvBSfbzYPDKo4VtIm20FsUoF10gD6jY9RBFF2gG/QV3XmX3q13731bWGte1bOBfivv4RFp4LHt</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Dxusj6hp9BvhF3OQyWnaPaMdmcA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Dxusj6hp9BvhF3OQyWnaPaMdmcA=">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</latexit>

Shear

Bulk ⇧ =
e

3
� P (e)

<latexit sha1_base64="jToAkk+b5qZTqPg6M27IjtHaAMk=">AAACAXicdVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1IvgpTEI8eAwo6LmIAS9eIxgFkiG0NOpSZr09AzdPUIY4sVf8eJBEa/+hTf/xs4iuD4oeLxXRVU9P+ZMacd5tzIzs3PzC9nF3NLyyupafn2jpqJEUqjSiEey4RMFnAmoaqY5NGIJJPQ51P3+xciv34BULBLXehCDF5KuYAGjRBupnd9qVRg+w61AEprCMD0c4n1cKcJeO19w7JLjlo5d/Ju4tjNGAU1RaeffWp2IJiEITTlRquk6sfZSIjWjHIa5VqIgJrRPutA0VJAQlJeOPxjiXaN0cBBJU0Ljsfp1IiWhUoPQN50h0T310xuJf3nNRAenXspEnGgQdLIoSDjWER7FgTtMAtV8YAihkplbMe0RE4Y2oeVMCJ+f4v9J7cB2Hdu9OiqUz6dxZNE22kFF5KITVEaXqIKqiKJbdI8e0ZN1Zz1Yz9bLpDVjTWc20TdYrx8tt5Vu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jToAkk+b5qZTqPg6M27IjtHaAMk=">AAACAXicdVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1IvgpTEI8eAwo6LmIAS9eIxgFkiG0NOpSZr09AzdPUIY4sVf8eJBEa/+hTf/xs4iuD4oeLxXRVU9P+ZMacd5tzIzs3PzC9nF3NLyyupafn2jpqJEUqjSiEey4RMFnAmoaqY5NGIJJPQ51P3+xciv34BULBLXehCDF5KuYAGjRBupnd9qVRg+w61AEprCMD0c4n1cKcJeO19w7JLjlo5d/Ju4tjNGAU1RaeffWp2IJiEITTlRquk6sfZSIjWjHIa5VqIgJrRPutA0VJAQlJeOPxjiXaN0cBBJU0Ljsfp1IiWhUoPQN50h0T310xuJf3nNRAenXspEnGgQdLIoSDjWER7FgTtMAtV8YAihkplbMe0RE4Y2oeVMCJ+f4v9J7cB2Hdu9OiqUz6dxZNE22kFF5KITVEaXqIKqiKJbdI8e0ZN1Zz1Yz9bLpDVjTWc20TdYrx8tt5Vu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jToAkk+b5qZTqPg6M27IjtHaAMk=">AAACAXicdVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1IvgpTEI8eAwo6LmIAS9eIxgFkiG0NOpSZr09AzdPUIY4sVf8eJBEa/+hTf/xs4iuD4oeLxXRVU9P+ZMacd5tzIzs3PzC9nF3NLyyupafn2jpqJEUqjSiEey4RMFnAmoaqY5NGIJJPQ51P3+xciv34BULBLXehCDF5KuYAGjRBupnd9qVRg+w61AEprCMD0c4n1cKcJeO19w7JLjlo5d/Ju4tjNGAU1RaeffWp2IJiEITTlRquk6sfZSIjWjHIa5VqIgJrRPutA0VJAQlJeOPxjiXaN0cBBJU0Ljsfp1IiWhUoPQN50h0T310xuJf3nNRAenXspEnGgQdLIoSDjWER7FgTtMAtV8YAihkplbMe0RE4Y2oeVMCJ+f4v9J7cB2Hdu9OiqUz6dxZNE22kFF5KITVEaXqIKqiKJbdI8e0ZN1Zz1Yz9bLpDVjTWc20TdYrx8tt5Vu</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="jToAkk+b5qZTqPg6M27IjtHaAMk=">AAACAXicdVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1IvgpTEI8eAwo6LmIAS9eIxgFkiG0NOpSZr09AzdPUIY4sVf8eJBEa/+hTf/xs4iuD4oeLxXRVU9P+ZMacd5tzIzs3PzC9nF3NLyyupafn2jpqJEUqjSiEey4RMFnAmoaqY5NGIJJPQ51P3+xciv34BULBLXehCDF5KuYAGjRBupnd9qVRg+w61AEprCMD0c4n1cKcJeO19w7JLjlo5d/Ju4tjNGAU1RaeffWp2IJiEITTlRquk6sfZSIjWjHIa5VqIgJrRPutA0VJAQlJeOPxjiXaN0cBBJU0Ljsfp1IiWhUoPQN50h0T310xuJf3nNRAenXspEnGgQdLIoSDjWER7FgTtMAtV8YAihkplbMe0RE4Y2oeVMCJ+f4v9J7cB2Hdu9OiqUz6dxZNE22kFF5KITVEaXqIKqiKJbdI8e0ZN1Zz1Yz9bLpDVjTWc20TdYrx8tt5Vu</latexit>

Landau Matching

Lattice EoSChun Shen (WSU/RIKEN-BNL)

Matching to fluid dynamics

Tµ⌫
CYM

= Tµ⌫
hydro

<latexit sha1_base64="Ze0Yn7EAKT2uEvhQi2BTKjvj/h4=">AAACHHicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KjMqahdCsRs3QoW+pFOHTJq2oUlmSDLCMMyHuPFX3LhQxI0Lwb8xfQg+6oELh3Pu5d57/JBRpW37w8rMzS8sLmWXcyura+sb+c2thgoiiUkdByyQLR8pwqggdU01I61QEsR9Rpr+sDLym7dEKhqImo5D0uGoL2iPYqSN5OUPazeJyyNXRKnncqQHkieV68sUnsEZziDuyiD18gW7WLKd0rED/xKnaI9RAFNUvfyb2w1wxInQmCGl2o4d6k6CpKaYkTTnRoqECA9Rn7QNFYgT1UnGz6Vwzyhd2AukKaHhWP0+kSCuVMx90zm6Uv32RuIsrx3p3mknoSKMNBF4sqgXMagDOEoKdqkkWLPYEIQlNbdCPEASYW3yzJkQvj6F/5PGQdGxi87VUaF8Po0jC3bALtgHDjgBZXABqqAOMLgDD+AJPFv31qP1Yr1OWjPWdGYb/ID1/gkdMKNJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ze0Yn7EAKT2uEvhQi2BTKjvj/h4=">AAACHHicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KjMqahdCsRs3QoW+pFOHTJq2oUlmSDLCMMyHuPFX3LhQxI0Lwb8xfQg+6oELh3Pu5d57/JBRpW37w8rMzS8sLmWXcyura+sb+c2thgoiiUkdByyQLR8pwqggdU01I61QEsR9Rpr+sDLym7dEKhqImo5D0uGoL2iPYqSN5OUPazeJyyNXRKnncqQHkieV68sUnsEZziDuyiD18gW7WLKd0rED/xKnaI9RAFNUvfyb2w1wxInQmCGl2o4d6k6CpKaYkTTnRoqECA9Rn7QNFYgT1UnGz6Vwzyhd2AukKaHhWP0+kSCuVMx90zm6Uv32RuIsrx3p3mknoSKMNBF4sqgXMagDOEoKdqkkWLPYEIQlNbdCPEASYW3yzJkQvj6F/5PGQdGxi87VUaF8Po0jC3bALtgHDjgBZXABqqAOMLgDD+AJPFv31qP1Yr1OWjPWdGYb/ID1/gkdMKNJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ze0Yn7EAKT2uEvhQi2BTKjvj/h4=">AAACHHicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KjMqahdCsRs3QoW+pFOHTJq2oUlmSDLCMMyHuPFX3LhQxI0Lwb8xfQg+6oELh3Pu5d57/JBRpW37w8rMzS8sLmWXcyura+sb+c2thgoiiUkdByyQLR8pwqggdU01I61QEsR9Rpr+sDLym7dEKhqImo5D0uGoL2iPYqSN5OUPazeJyyNXRKnncqQHkieV68sUnsEZziDuyiD18gW7WLKd0rED/xKnaI9RAFNUvfyb2w1wxInQmCGl2o4d6k6CpKaYkTTnRoqECA9Rn7QNFYgT1UnGz6Vwzyhd2AukKaHhWP0+kSCuVMx90zm6Uv32RuIsrx3p3mknoSKMNBF4sqgXMagDOEoKdqkkWLPYEIQlNbdCPEASYW3yzJkQvj6F/5PGQdGxi87VUaF8Po0jC3bALtgHDjgBZXABqqAOMLgDD+AJPFv31qP1Yr1OWjPWdGYb/ID1/gkdMKNJ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ze0Yn7EAKT2uEvhQi2BTKjvj/h4=">AAACHHicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4KjMqahdCsRs3QoW+pFOHTJq2oUlmSDLCMMyHuPFX3LhQxI0Lwb8xfQg+6oELh3Pu5d57/JBRpW37w8rMzS8sLmWXcyura+sb+c2thgoiiUkdByyQLR8pwqggdU01I61QEsR9Rpr+sDLym7dEKhqImo5D0uGoL2iPYqSN5OUPazeJyyNXRKnncqQHkieV68sUnsEZziDuyiD18gW7WLKd0rED/xKnaI9RAFNUvfyb2w1wxInQmCGl2o4d6k6CpKaYkTTnRoqECA9Rn7QNFYgT1UnGz6Vwzyhd2AukKaHhWP0+kSCuVMx90zm6Uv32RuIsrx3p3mknoSKMNBF4sqgXMagDOEoKdqkkWLPYEIQlNbdCPEASYW3yzJkQvj6F/5PGQdGxi87VUaF8Po0jC3bALtgHDjgBZXABqqAOMLgDD+AJPFv31qP1Yr1OWjPWdGYb/ID1/gkdMKNJ</latexit>

Passing the system’s full energy momentum tensor,

uµT
µ⌫
hydro

= eu⌫
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In the hydro phase, the energy momentum tensor can be 
decomposed as,

⇡µ⌫ = Tµ⌫
CYM � 4

3
euµu⌫ +

e

3
gµ⌫
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Shear

Bulk ⇧ =
e

3
� P (e)
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Landau Matching

Lattice EoS
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Independent constrains from Global data

19

Mantysaari, Schenke, 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 117, 
052301 (2016), Phys.Rev. 
D94 (2016) 034042

HERA e+p data

Before simulating hadronic collisions IP-Glasma 
is constrained by photon-induced collision data  

Chun Shen (WSU/RBRC) OO and pO workshop /326

RUNNING THE GAMUT OF HIGH ENERGY NUCLEAR COLLISIONS

• One single set 
of model 
parameters 
for ALL types 
of collisions at 
the top RHIC 
and LHC 
energies

RHICLHC

B. Schenke, C. Shen and P. Tribedy, Phys. Rev. C 102, 044905 (2020) 

Using single set of parameters we 
fit bulk observables in different 
collision system
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What drives collectivity in small systems ?

Schenke, Shen, PT, Phys. Lett. B, 135322

v2(d+Au)<v2(p+Au)

Early Time
(pre-equilibrium
CGC-dynamics 

dominate)

20

v2(d+Au)>v2(p+Au)

Late Time
(Final state/hydro

 dominates)
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What drives collectivity in small systems ?

Testing hydro by controlling system geometry
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v2 and v3 ordering matches "2 and "3 ordering in all three systems
—Collective motion of system translates the initial geometry into the final state

R. Belmont, UNCG AUM 2020, 22 October 2020 - Slide 11

Nature Physics 15, 214–220 (2019)

v2

v3

Testing hydro by controlling system geometry

R. Belmont, UNCG AUM 2020, 22 October 2020 - Slide 9

v2(3He+Au)~v2(d+Au)>v2(p+Au)

 PHENIX collab, Nature Physics 15, 214–220 (2019)

3He+Au d+Au p+Au

Schenke, Shen, PT, Phys. Lett. B, 135322

v2(d+Au) < v2(p+Au)

v2(d+Au) > v2(p+Au)

Early Time
(pre-equilibrium

CGC-dynamics dominate)

Late Time
(Hydrodynamics dominate)

PHENIX results decisively establishes role of final state driving collectivity  
our framework provides deeper insight on how it happens

21
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Strong acceptance dependence and puzzle with triangular flow

22
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Puzzle with triangular flow in small systems 

New@IS2021A primary motivation of the RHIC small system scan, confirmed by PHENIX data

3He+Au → Triangular  
d+Au → Elliptical  
p+Au → Circular 

 PHENIX collab, Nature Physics 15, 214–220 (2019) 
PHENIX collab., arXiv: 2107.06634v1

Nagle et. al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 113, 112301

The ordering of v3 is more decisive (v2 ordering → stronger final state effect)

Shape engineering: 
3He+Au d+Au p+Au
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Puzzle with triangular flow in small systems 

New@IS2021

Before IS2021

STAR mid-rapidity results seem to be not 
compatible with shape engineering expectations

 PHENIX collab, Nature Physics 15, 214–220 (2019)

Testing hydro by controlling system geometry
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—Collective motion of system translates the initial geometry into the final state

R. Belmont, UNCG AUM 2020, 22 October 2020 - Slide 11

Nature Physics 15, 214–220 (2019)

v2

v3

v3(3He+Au) > v3(d+Au)~v3 (p+Au)
Shengli Huang, IS 2021

PHENIX results are compatible 
with shape engineering 

v3(3He+Au) ~ v3(d+Au)~ v3(p+Au)
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Puzzle with triangular flow in small systems 

New@IS2021

Before IS2021

B. Schenke, C. Shen, P. Tribedy, Phys.Lett.B 803 (2020) 135322; Data: C. Aidala et al. (PHENIX), Nature Phys. 15, 214 
(2019) , STAR Preliminary data: Roy Lacey (QM2019)

Hydrodynamic simulations: describes small system v2 well but also do not show strong 
evidence of shape engineering in terms of v3 

(Our framework is boost invariant, data have strong acceptance dependence)
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Strong acceptance dependence of (raw) harmonic coefficients 

EPD

4

TABLE I. Summary of various initial geometry calcula-
tions quantified by the average eccentricities "

2,3 in central
(impact parameter b < 2 fm) p+Au, d+Au, and 3He+Au
events. The ”Nucl. w/o NBD Fluc.” column refers to
Monte Carlo Glauber with nucleon position fluctuations [5].
The ”Nucl. w/ NBD Fluc.” column refers to Monte Carlo
Glauber with nucleon position fluctuations and Negative Bi-
nomial Distribution (NBD) fluctuations in particle produc-
tion [24]. The ”Quarks w/ NBD Fluc.” column refers to
Monte Carlo Glauber with constituent quark position fluctua-
tions and NBD fluctuations [24]. The last two columns use the
IP-Glasma framework including gluon field fluctuations [25]
in publicly available code with nucleon and constituent quark
position fluctuations.

Nucl. Nucl. Quarks IP-G IP-G

h"
2,3i Collision w/o w/ w/ w/ w/

system NBD NBD NBD Nucl. Quarks

Fluc. Fluc. Fluc.

h"
2

i p+Au 0.23 0.32 0.38 0.10 0.50

d+Au 0.54 0.48 0.51 0.58 0.73
3He+Au 0.50 0.50 0.52 0.55 0.64

h"
3

i p+Au 0.16 0.24 0.30 0.09 0.32

d+Au 0.18 0.28 0.31 0.28 0.40
3He+Au 0.28 0.32 0.35 0.34 0.46

combinations to extract two-particle correlations, called
the 3⇥2PC method, to check the published results [16]
and to provide additional information via correlations
between particles from di↵erent kinematic regions. Be-
cause this makes use of three di↵erent two-particle cor-
relations, it is called the 3⇥2PC method. In addition, as
the PHENIX experiment collected its final data in 2016,
we provide an archival set of correlation function data
for future examination. In this paper, we do not com-
pare the experimental results with the latest theoretical
calculations and rather focus solely on the measurements
and their quantified uncertainties.

II. ANALYSIS METHOD

The following subsections detail the PHENIX detector
and the correlation analysis.

A. Detector description

The PHENIX detector is composed of multiple spec-
trometers and detector subsystems [26, 27]. The detec-
tors used in this analysis are highlighted in Fig. 1 and
detailed here. The central arm spectrometers (CNT)
measure charged hadrons with pseudorapidity |⌘| < 0.35.
There are two CNT spectrometers, referred to as “east”
and “west”, each subtending �� = ⇡/2. The beam-
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im
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FIG. 1. PHENIX detector system layout. The Beam-Beam
Counters (BBCS and BBCN), the Forward Vertex Tracker
(FVTXS and FVTXN), and the central spectrometer arms
(CNT) are shown with their respective pseudorapidity cover-
age (horizontal) and azimuthal coverage (vertical). For the
FVTX, the lighter shaded region corresponds to the cluster
acceptance while the darker shaded region corresponds to the
reconstructed track acceptance.

beam counters (BBC) [28] comprise two sets of 64 quartz
Čerenkov radiators with photomultiplier readout, each
set covering 3.1 < |⌘| < 3.9—the BBC covering �3.9 <
⌘ < �3.1 is referred to as the “south” side (BBCS), and
likewise the BBC covering 3.1 < ⌘ < 3.9 is called the
“north” side (BBCN). No individual particle informa-
tion is available and the light output for each counter
is normalized to the expected single charged particle re-
sponse. We note that approximately half of the particles
hitting the BBC are scattered from the beam pipe and
the poles of the axial field magnet. The forward silicon
vertex detector (FVTX) [29] comprises silicon strips ori-
ented in the azimuthal direction and covers both forward
and backward rapidity 1.0 < |⌘| < 3.0. The FVTX can
be used to count hits via clusters or via reconstructed
tracks in the four-layers on each side. The acceptance
for FVTX tracks is significantly more constrained than
the acceptance for clusters, and has a strong dependence
on the z-vertex of the collision (the direction along the
beam line). Due to the orientation of the strips, there
is no momentum information available with the FVTX
tracks. The FVTX acceptance for tracks is shown in
Fig. 2 and is dominated by tracks with 1.2 < |⌘| < 2.2
and pT > 0.5 GeV/c.

The BBC is used for triggering on minimum bias (MB)
p+Au, d+Au, and 3He+Au collisions by requiring a fast
reconstructed z-vertex within |z| < 10 cm and at least
one hit on each side of the collision point. Additionally,
a high-multiplicity trigger was employed to enhance the
0%–5% highest BBC multiplicity events by more than
an order of magnitude. The BBC information in the Au-
going direction is also used o✏ine to select events in the
0%–5% centrality category. Full details are available in
Refs. [10, 11, 14, 16].

PHENIX (3x2PC,EP)
v2(3He+Au) ~ v2(d+Au)>v2 (p+Au) ☺
v3(3He+Au) > v3(d+Au)~v3 (p+Au) ☺

STAR TPC (2PC)
v2(3He+Au) ~ v2(d+Au) > v2 (p+Au) ☺
v3(3He+Au) ~ v3(d+Au) ~ v3 (p+Au) ☹

CGC+Hydro (Boost invariant) 
v2(3He+Au) ~ v2(d+Au) > v2 (p+Au) ☺
v3(3He+Au) ~ v3(d+Au) ~ v3 (p+Au) ☹

PHENIX (3x2PC)
v2(p+Au) ≥ v2(d+Au)  
≥ v2(3He+Au) ☹

v3(3He+Au) >0 
 v3(d+Au) = ?

v3 (p+Au) = ? ☹
PHENIX collab., arXiv: 2107.06634v1

Nagle et. al, arXiv:2107.07287

PHENIX (3x2PC)
v2(p+Au) ≥ v2(d+Au)  
≥ v2(3He+Au) ☹

v3(3He+Au) >0 
 v3(d+Au) = ?

v3 (p+Au) = ? ☹
PHENIX collab., arXiv: 2107.06634v1,

Nagle et. al, arXiv:2107.07287

 PHENIX collab, Nature Phys. 15, 214–220 (2019)

Shengli Huang, IS 2021

☺ Shape engineering works 
☹ Doesn’t work (or can’t be checked)

Schenke, Shen, PT, 
Phys.Lett.B 803 (2020) 
135322

Au d
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Further attempts to distinguish initial & final state effects 

27
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If final state effects (hydro) dominates

28

Event-by-event correlation between v2 and ⟨pT⟩

Chun Shen (WSU/RBRC) OO and pO workshop /3226

HOW DOES V2 CORRELATE WITH EVENT SHAPE IN SMALL SYSTEMS?
Geometric Response:

ε2(A) > ε2(B) v2(A) > v2(B)
R(A) > R(B) ⟨pT⟩(A) < ⟨pT⟩(B)

 and  are anti-correlatedv2 ⟨pT⟩

G. Giacalone, B. Schenke and C. Shen, Phys. Rev. Lett. 125, 192301 (2020)

̂ ρ 2
(v

2 2,
⟨p

T⟩
)

G. Giacalone, B. Schenke and C. Shen, Phys. Rev. Lett. 125, 192301 (2020)
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If initial state effects (hydro) dominates
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Event-by-event correlation between v2 and ⟨pT⟩

Chun Shen (WSU/RBRC) OO and pO workshop /3227

HOW DOES V2 CORRELATE WITH EVENT SIZE IN SMALL SYSTEMS?
Color Glass Condensate:

εp(A) < εp(B) v2(A) < v2(B)
R(A) > R(B) ⟨pT⟩(A) < ⟨pT⟩(B)

 and  are correlatedv2 ⟨pT⟩

G. Giacalone, B. Schenke and C. Shen, Phys. Rev. Lett. 125, 192301 (2020)

̂ ρ 2
(v

2 2,
⟨p

T⟩
)

G. Giacalone, B. Schenke and C. Shen, Phys. Rev. Lett. 125, 192301 (2020)
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Correlation between initial and final anisotropy

30

Event-by-event correlation between v2 and ⟨pT⟩

For dNch/dη ≈ 10, switches from initial state 
correlation to final state correlation

G. Giacalone, B. Schenke and C. Shen, Phys. Rev. Lett. 125, 192301 (2020)
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Correlation between initial and final anisotropy

31

Double sign change @ LHC energy, No sign change @ RHIC energy

G. Giacalone, B. Schenke and C. Shen, Phys. Rev. Lett. 125, 192301 (2020),  Lim, Nagle, Phys. Rev. C 103, 064906 (2021), Zhang et. al., arXiv:2103.01348

Opportunity: RHIC just took O+O data with wide acceptance STAR detector

Caution: This observable will be plagued by non-flow (conservation) effects
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Most recent venture: Collectivity in Photon included collisions

32
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Search for collectivity in photon induced collisions

33

e+p/A DIS (Q2 >1 GeV2), most events have Q2→0, called photoproduction processes

Until the EIC is built ultra-peripheral p/A+A collisions → opportunity to study photoproduction
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Search for collectivity UPC collisions at the LHC

34

Q2 ~ (︎ħc/RA)2 →0, γL (p, LHC)=6.51e3, 

Eγ (LHC) ~ γL ( ︎ħc/RA) ~71 GeV

WγPb (LHC) ~ 844 GeV, dNtrk/dη (HM) > 10

ATLAS collaboration performed this pioneering 
measurements of collectivity in γ+Pb collisions

ATLAS collect γ+Pb collisions by 
triggering on ultra-peripheral Pb+Pb
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Search for collectivity UPC collisions at the LHC
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Figure 9: An example of the template-fitting procedure for a selected ?T range. The left plot displays the LM data
with open markers and the simultaneous fit in the green dotted line. The lower panel displays the pull distribution. In
the top panel of the right plot, the solid red line shows the total fit to the HM data in black markers. The dashed
green line shows the scaled LM plus pedestal, while the dashed blue and dotted magenta lines indicate the two
flow contributions to the fit, . ridge

2 = ⌧ [1 + 2E2,2 cos(2�q)] and .
ridge
3 = ⌧ [1 + 2E3,3 cos(3�q)], shifted upwards

by �.LM (0) for visibility. The middle-right panel shows the pull distribution for the template fit in the top panel.
The bottom-right panel shows the same set of data and fit components, where the scaled LM distribution has been
subtracted to better isolate the modulation.

has a significant e�ect on the extracted E2,2 and E3,3 values. The resulting E=,= values are positive in all
selections, with one exception: in the ?0T-dependent results with a single HM selection, the E2,2 value for
3 < ?T < 5 GeV is negative. Additionally, the E2,2 value for 2 < ?T < 3 GeV is significantly lower than
that for 1.2 < ?T < 2 GeV. In these selections, the E3,3 values also rise significantly. The template fits to
these selections are shown in Figure 12, and are discussed further below.

5.2 Factorization test

In the flow paradigm, a two-particle azimuthal modulation characterized by a E=,= value arises from the
product of nonzero azimuthal anisotropies, E=, for each particle. These are related via E=,= (?0T, ?1T) =
E= (?0T)E= (?1T), or E=,= (?0T, ?1T) = E= (?T)2 if 0 and 1 are selected from the identical particle ?T range.
Thus, a single-particle flow coe�cient E= (?0T) may be determined from two-particle E=,= values through

E= (?0T) = E=,= (?0T, ?1T)/E= (?1T) = E=,= (?0T, ?1T)/
q
E=,= (?1T, ?1T) for a given selection on reference particle

1. To test whether the E=,= values in data are compatible with this picture, a factorization test can be
performed in which E= values for particle 0 are compared for di�erent particle 1 selections. The results of
this test for the E2 values as a function of # rec

ch are shown in Figure 13. The test demonstrates that while the
E2,2 values for di�erent ?1T selections may be di�erent, the E2 values obtained for particle 0 as a function

15

High activity γ+Pb events can accommodate a long-range ridge component (related to collectivity) 

Template fitting of di-
hadron correlations  

ATLAS collab., Phys. Rev. C 104, 014903 (2021)
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Search for collectivity UPC collisions at the LHC
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Figure 16: Charged-particle flow coe�cients E2 (left) and E3 (right) in photonuclear events with 20 < # rec
ch  60,

reported as a function of particle ?T. The vertical error bars and colored boxes represent the statistical and total
systematic uncertainties, respectively. The photonuclear data points are positioned at the average ?T value in each
interval.
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Figure 17: Charged-particle flow coe�cients E2 (left) and E3 (right) in photonuclear events with 20 < # rec
ch  60,

reported as a function of particle ?T. The vertical error bars and colored boxes represent the statistical and total
systematic uncertainties, respectively. The photonuclear data points are positioned at the average ?T value in each
interval. The data are compared with the analogous measurements in ?? collisions at 13 TeV and ?+Pb collisions at
5.02 TeV for # rec

ch � 60 [5]. The E2 data are also compared with a CGC-based theory calculation from Ref. [31].
These photonuclear data are the same as in Figure 16 but with di�erent y-axes ranges to allow comparison with
additional data and theoretical predictions.

24

Elliptic anisotropy is lower in γ+Pb than in p+Pb

Shi et. al.,Phys. Rev. D 103, 054017 (2021)ATLAS collab., Phys. Rev. C 104, 014903 (2021)

CGC calculations provide 
an explanation based on 
color domain picture.

Cartoon: Blair Seidlitz, IS2021 
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What can we do at RHIC Au+Au(γ) vs d+Au(γ)

37

Shi et. al.,Phys. Rev. D 103, 054017 (2021)

If the domain picture holds we should be able to 
see this ordering by triggering photonuclear 
processes in ultra-peripheral Au+Au and p/d+Au 
at RHIC 200 GeV collisions


At EIC we can test this with much better control

Cartoon: Blair Seidlitz, IS2021 γ+Au γ+p 
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Collectivity in small systems:

RHIC small system collision has been very successful
Hybrid framework combining CGC + Hydro can provide many insights
Challenges to understand acceptance dependence and non-flow 
New observables are under investigation and scrutiny 
UPC can be a doorway to study collectivity at the future EIC 

Many exciting new possibilities 

1. RHIC took data this year on O+O, possible O+O run at the LHC
2. RHIC just took d+Au data with the STAR detector (wide acceptance measurements)
3. Anticipated Au+Au 200 GeV run of RHIC (2023, 2025) sPHENIX & STAR with forward upgrade

Summary

Collectivity, P. Tribedy, vConf21
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Thanks
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